Progress in liquid biopsy: A possible role of neutrophils’
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Abstract

Recently, the non-invasive and diagnostic tumor liquid biopsy technique has received widespread attention from scientists. Current clinical research focuses mainly on the detection of circulating tumor cells, circulating tumor DNA, and related tumor biomarkers. However, the problem of low sensitivity in tumor diagnosis has become more prominent. In response to this limitation, some scholars have proposed to predict the occurrence and development of tumors by detecting changes in a large number of non-tumor cells that are in contact with the tumor microenvironment. Specifically, a large number of infiltrating neutrophils are common in tumor microenvironments. Studies have confirmed that the neutrophil-associated products are closely related to tumor occurrence and development and can predict tumor development. Therefore, this article will review the current tumor liquid biopsy limitations and explore the possible role of neutrophils in early tumor detection with liquid biopsy.

Introduction

The real-time detection of tumor cells and their cell products, such as tumor bioproduct markers, using liquid biopsy is predictive of tumor occurrence, development, and therapeutic effects [1]. Recently, liquid biopsy research has focused on circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) and related tumor biomarkers in the peripheral blood.

Progress and problems in liquid biopsy

Liquid biopsies are non-invasiveness, specific, and provide real-time dynamic observation. However, the amount of early tumor cells and their associated tumor bioproducts that enter the peripheral blood is extremely small. For example, recent studies have shown that the number of oncogenic mutations per milliliter of serum is often less than one copy, which is below the lower limit of current routine biopsies [2,3]. Therefore, the sensitivity of liquid biopsies limits its clinical applications. Challenges remain in improving the sensitivity of conventional liquid biopsy for the diagnosis of tumors, especially with respect to early tumors.

Two research directions are currently addressing the low sensitivity of liquid biopsies.

1. Combined detection of ctDNA genes and tumor-associated biomarkers in the peripheral blood.

In early 2018, Science published the results of a breakthrough liquid biopsy method [4]. Eight common cancers, including lung and gastric cancer, can be diagnosed at one time by the combined detection of ctDNA gene mutations and eight common tumor-associated biomarkers in the peripheral blood. The median sensitivity for the eight cancers using this method reached 70%. However, Jocelyn Kaiser’s later Science publication [5], commented that the 1005 patients with cancer who participated in this study all had clinical symptoms, and of these patients, 45% had early stage cancers, which typically present no symptoms. Furthermore, the peripheral blood of such patients would have lower levels of tumor cells and tumor-associated biomarkers, and as such, the sensitivity of this method for patients with early-stage cancer patients needs to be further investigated across a large collection of clinical samples.

2. Detection of a large number of non-tumor cells in the peripheral blood.

This approach involves the detection of non-tumor cells that had been in contact with tumor cells and carry tumor information from the local tumor microenvironment to peripheral blood. Pantel et al. [6], found that in the tumor microenvironment, platelet RNA information changes after tumor contact, and thus conveys the presence of tumor biomarkers in the peripheral blood.

For example, in 2015, Best et al. [7], analyzed 283 clinical peripheral blood platelet samples and used platelet mRNA sequencing to diagnose tumors with 96% sensitivity. In this report, the amount of platelet mRNA that was required was only 100-500 pg. Although the mechanism of platelet-to-tumor changes in the peripheral blood after contact with tumor cells remains unclear, the study has the disadvantage of having a small sample size, and the presence of platelet mRNA is unstable over 48 hours [6], such studies have confirmed that normal cells in the peripheral blood that have been in contact with tumor cells in the tumor microenvironment facilitate early tumor diagnosis.

The possible role of neutrophils in liquid biopsy

In addition to platelets, a large number of infiltrating neutrophils are also present in local cancer tissues. This manifestation is common seen in tumor pathologies. Neutrophils account for 50%-70% of total leukocytes in the peripheral blood (4.0-10.0 x 10^9/L). It is generally considered [7-9], that during the development of various cancers,
including oral cancer, inflammatory factors that are released by tumor cells, including reactive oxygen species and IL-8, may recruit peripheral blood neutrophils to local tumor microenvironments. This may play important roles in promoting tumor proliferation and metastasis [10,11].

In reviewing current studies on the role of neutrophils in cancer growth and metastasis, the promise of neutrophil function as a biomarker has received special attention. Clinically, tumor neutrophil infiltration is associated with poor metastasis and prognosis [12], mainly in renal cancer, melanoma, liver cancer, colorectal cancer, lung cancer, and head and neck cancer [13]. Wang et al. [14], found that neutrophil infiltration in squamous cell carcinoma of the tongue is associated with lymph node metastasis, clinical stage, and increased tumor recurrence risk. However, the mechanism of neutrophil infiltration is not yet clear, and neutrophil counts within the tumor area can only be performed after surgery or tumor biopsy. Recently, preoperative and postoperative evaluations of the neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio in peripheral blood of patients with renal carcinoma and liver carcinoma have shown that the ratio of neutrophils to lymphocytes positively correlates with cancer recurrence [15-18]. However, the ratio of these two types of peripheral blood cells is often modified by virus infection and aplastic anemia. Whether the infiltrating neutrophils in tumor microenvironments can return to the peripheral blood and whether peripheral blood neutrophils are related to infiltrating neutrophils in the tumor microenvironment and tumor occurrence require further clarification.

The latest studies of neutrophils in inflammation show that neutrophils have the ability to accumulate from blood vessels to tissues and return from tissues to the peripheral blood [19-21]. Neutrophils have recently been shown to play important roles in tumor development in the tumor microenvironment, but the difference between neutrophils that return to peripheral blood after tumor microenvironment exposure and normal neutrophils remains unknown. Whether neutrophils can carry tumor information, migrate back into peripheral blood vessels, and then be tested through liquid biopsy also requires further clarification. A more in-depth and broader study of these issues will undoubtedly provide a new direction of tumor liquid biopsies.

Summary

- This study conducted the prevalence of GER and *H. pylori* infection in chronic pharyngolaryngitis patients.
- There was a significant higher association between GER and chronic pharyngolaryngitis.
- Sometimes patient is complaining of chronic cough or choking for more than 3 months and he doesn't know that he has GER or *H. pylori* so ENT doctor has to investigate for them.
- By good treatment for GER and *H. pylori* all the extra gastric symptoms will be improves.
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